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..  {  I 
Amended proposal for a 
EUROPEAN P  ARLL~MENT  AND  COUNCIL DECISION 
on comm.unity guidelines for the. development of . 
the trans-European transport network  ·./ 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 189 a (2) 
of the EC-Treaty)  · EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
I. 
1.  To implement Titie·xn ("Jrans-European networksi') ofthe Treaty on European" 
Union,  on 7 April 1994 the Commission adopted a proposal for a  Decision on 
Community  guidelines  for  the  development  of the  trans-European  transport 
network  (COM(94) 1  06).
1  This  was  followed  by  an  amended  proposal  on 
22 February 1995  (C0~(95)48).
2  · 
- 2.  The European Parliament gave its opinion on the proposal at its plenary session 
.on 18  May 1995, at which it adopted 159 amendments. 
3.  The  Commission  has  included  in  full  67  of the  amendments  proposed  by 
Parliament and a further 35 in part.  Some of the amendments are to the body of 
the proposal, others to  Annexes I and II (maps and specifications for projects of. 
common interest) and others to Ann~x III (list of  priority projects).  Some concern 
rewording, others the structure of  the original Commission proposal and others the 
substance.  · 
4.  The Commission has included all the amendments which add to or improve_ its. 
original  proposal.  It has  also  made  a number  of amendments  to  clarify  the 
wording  of Parliament's  amendments  or to keep· the  structure  and  wording 
consistent. 
A brief·summary of these ·atl}endments and of the amendments rejected by  the 
Commi'ssion is set out below. 
II. 
New recital 2a CEP  amendment No  1) 
This adds strength to the idea that ·the establishment and  development of the  networks 
must take account of the need to protect the environment.  · 
Recital 3 CEP  amendment  No  144)  _  _  .  .  . 
This recital· adds. a reference to the enviroiunent, as provided for in Artfde 130r of the 
Treaty,  and  advocates  use pf the  modes  of  transport  which- cause  least  harm  to  the 
·  · environment, taking account of the national geographical situations. 
2 
OJ No C 220, 8.8. t  5)94. 
OJ No C 9?, 20.4.1995. 
2 Recital 6 (EP amendment No 3) 
This addition states that the projects must be evaluated by comparison against alternatives 
for the infrastructure concerned. 
New recital 6a (EP amendment No 4) 
This recital adds a reference to the Commission White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness 
and Employment. 
Article  1:  Purpose (EP amendment No 5) 
This  addition to  paragraph 1 makes  it  dear that  the  network is  to  be developed  "at  · 
Community level". 
Paragraph 2  defines  the  guidelines, ·which  will  be  binding  and  in  keeping  with. the 
subsidiarity principle.  The guidelines are seen as a reference framework for implementing 
.projects of  common interest, depending on theif. technical and financial feasibility.  They 
are addressed primarily to the public authorities, but also to the private sector. 
Article 2:  Objectives (EP amendment No 6) 
Paragraph  1 has  been reworded slightly to  include  a reference to  the  outline plans in 
Annex I and the technical specifications in Annex II. 
Paragraph 2 refers to the objectives of the network.  It clarifies and expands the original 
wording of several subparagraphs. 
Article 3:  Scope of the network CEP  amendment No 7) 
This article has been reorganized and reworded.  Paragraph 1 specifies the aspects ·of the 
network defined  in  greater detail  in  paragraphs 2  (infrastrucnrre)  and  3  (management 
systems)·.  Paragraph 4  adds  a  reference  to  separate  legislation  laying  down . the 
requirements for network interoperability (Article 129c(l), second indent, of  the Treaty) 
and telecommunications systems. 
Article 4:  Broad lines of measures (EP amendment No 8) 
.  . 
This  amendment  clarifies  several  points  in  the  original  text  and  adds  a  new  indent 
concerning the installation of transfer points near large urban areas. 
3 · ArtiCle 5:  Priorities CEP  amendment No 9). 
This article has been reshaped more logica11y.  The introductory sentence establishes the 
link with the objectives mentioned in Articl_e  2.  · 
Optimization of the capacity and efficiency of existing infrastructure now comes first, 
before the.completion of new infrastructure.  This change takes account of the financial 
and ·environmental constraints. 
As in the original version,  the  idea of systematic i11tegration  of the various modes of 
transport. appears in several: places (fourth and  seventh .  indents)  but has/ been slightly 
reworded. 
.  .  .  . 
The fifth  indent is  new and adds the priority "completion of the projects of particular 
economic interest", taking into account the environmentalimpact and ecnnomic and social 
cohesion.  ·  · 
Former .indents 9 and 10 on the development of traffic management and control systems 
and user information have been combined into a single subparagraph.  . 
Article Sa:  Networks of third countries CEP  amendment No ·1 0) 
This new article interprets Article 129c(3) of  the Treaty concerning cooperatiqn with third 
countries on trans-Europeari transport networks;  it  inCludes  a  reference  to  the  general 
procedures laid down in the Treaty.  · ·  ·  · 
Article 6:  Projects of common interest CEP  amendment No 162)  · 
Paragraph 1 clarifies th~ concept of  ·~potential economic viability" (Article 129c( 1) of  the 
Treaty) based on the socio-economic costs and benefits. 
Paragraph 2  ~pecifies the ways of identifying projects of common interest.  According to 
· these:. 
(a)  all such projects must.concern transport infrastructure, as described in sections 2 
to  10; 
(b)  all projects must concern either a link on on~ of the maps in Annex I or meet the 
specifications or criteria in Annex II if  they cannot be pinpointed on a map (as in 
the case, for example, of nodal points and management systems), 
The new paragraphs 3 and 4 correspond to paragraphs 3 and 1 respectively of the former 
Article 7, which has been deleted. 
/ 
4 Article 7:  Environmental requirements CEP  amendment No 12) 
This new article dealing specifically with the environmental protection requirements gives 
a prominent position to this key point.  It stipulates that the environmental aspects must 
be taken into consideration at all  stages of network development, planning, design and 
~~q:  .  . 
a strategic evaluation of the environmental impact of the whole network, based, 
if possible, on corridor analyses.  (Corridor analyses are comparative studies of 
several alternatives.  This is generally accepted and there is no need to specify this 
explicitly); 
projects of common interest must be subjected to  a general evaluation, taking 
account of the environmental risks;  · 
as provided for already by Council Directive 85/337/EEC, before implementation 
projects  of common  interest  must  be  subjected  to  an  environmental  impact 
assessment and comply with the Community legislation on nature protection. 
Article 9 CEP amendment No 14). Article 10(3) CEP amendment No 15). Article 11  CEP 
amendment  No 16).  Article 13  CEP  amendment  No 21),  Article 15  CEP  amendment 
No 24),  Article 17.  the  final  sentence  of Article 18(1)  CEP  amendment  No 31). and 
Article 19  CEP  amendment No 32), which referred to  Annexes I  and/or II,  have been 
.deleted. fcillowing reorganization of the text.  The subject covered by these clauses has 
been moved and concentrated in Article 2(1) in the case of  general network development 
and Article 6(2) in the case of projects of common interest of relevance to each link in 
the network.  · 
Article 10:  Characteristics CEP  amendments No 17 to No 20) 
The  title  of the  section  on  the  inland  waterway  network  .and  the  article  on  the 
characteristics of the network have been reworked and expanded. 
Paragraph 1 incorporates the wording of Council Decision 93/630/EEC on the creation 
of a trans-European inland waterway network.  · 
The new paragraph 3  includes  inland ports in the text,  following  the example set for 
- seaports. 
The new paragraph 4  on traffic  management retains  the  final  sentence of the  former 
paragraph 1.  The  relevant  technical  specifications,  on  t~e other  hand,  are  now  m 
Annex II. 
5 · Article 11: Characteristics {EP amendments Nos 23 and 25) 
Paragraph 1 has been re·worded  slightly to. place  greater emphasis  on the port-related 
infrastructure dimension..  · 
Paragraph 2 gives a .clearer definition of  the function of  ports in short sea ;hipping, which 
offers unexploited potential for harmonious, environinentally sustainable  development of 
the trans-Europ~an transport network.  ·  · 
Article 12: Characteristics {EP amendment No 28) 
The ame~dments  to the artiele o_p airports are concerned mainly with improving the layout 
and wording.  · 
Article 14:  Characteristics {EP  amendment No 26) 
Two minor changes of  wording have been made to this article.  The principal idea behind 
the  second part of the -EP's  amendment  and  the  substance  of the former  Article 21 
(deleted as a result of the reorganization of the text) have been included in the technical 
specifications in Annex II (Section 8).  . 
Article 15:  Characte~istic~ (EP amendment No 29) 
. The former AJ1i.cle  22 on air traffic management remains virtually unchanged, apart from 
the deletion of the final sentence.·  The connected Article 23  has been deleted as a result 
of the reorganization ·of the  text but the  substance .  has  been  moved  to  the  technical 
specifications in Annex II (Section 9). ·  /  .. 
~ection 10:  Positioning and navigation network (EP amendment No '37) 
The · former  Article 24  has  been  completely  reworded  to  piace  the  emphasis  on  the 
characteristics of the positioning and navigation network for all modes of transport. 
Article 17:· Definition of common interest {EP amendment No· 39) 
This article empowers the Commission, on application, to define a project as fulfilling the 
conditions laid down in Article 6  (i.e.  as being of common interest).  Such definition 
could. prove  neces~y should it prove impossible to  idyntify a project as of common 
interest with any  certainty,  particularly where  the  project  is  based  solely  on specific 
criteria.  It will  not imply-any right to  Community support.· 
6 Article 18:  Committee CEP  amendment No 40) 
The new wording of this article conceives the Committee as a purely consultative body 
with no  executive powers.  It will  serve,  in  particular,  for  exchanges of information 
between the Commission and the Member States on developm~nt of the network. 
To  this  end,  the  Member States  must regularly  submit their  plans  and  programmes, 
particularly for implementation of projects of common interest. 
Article 19:  Updating of guidelines (amendment No 209) 
Article 19  has been reworded to· stress that the guidelines are subject to change.  -They 
will be revised every five  years~ starting on 1 July 1999. 
ANNEX 1:  Outline plans illustrated by maps 
The maps have been amended to make it easier to distinguish between existing links and 
missing links or links requiring substantial improvements ("planned links") . 
.. 
The following amendments proposed by the EP have been included: No 43, 44, 45, 46, 
48 (inpart), 49, 55 (in part), 57, 58  (in part), 59, 60 (in part), 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 
70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 77, 80 (in part), 83, 85, 86  (in part), 88, 89, 90, 92, 94, 96 (in part), · 
97  (in part), 99  (in part),  100,  101,  102,  103,  105,  106,  107,  108,  110,  111,  115,  116, 
117,119,120,121,122,123,124, 125!126, 127,147,148 (in part), 151  (in part), 153, 
159,  165, 169, 234 (in part) and 235 (in part). 
ANNEX  II:  Criteria  and  specifications  for  projects  of  common  interest  CEP 
amendment No 129) 
Annex II has been amended to set out the criteria and technical specifications for projects 
of <:ammon  interest,  particularly  on  interconnection  nodes  and  traffic  management 
systems. 
The lists of road, rail, inland waterway and combined transport routes have been deleted 
in view of the improved layout of the maps. 
Section 4:  Inland waterway network and inland ports 
. This new section contains the  specifications for projects of comm~nt  interest on inland 
ports.  It specifies the qualitative and quantitative requirements to  be met by ports and 
defines the project categories. 
The specifications concerning the traffic management· system for inland waterways (EP 
amendment No· 19). have been added.  . 
7' Section 8:  Shipping management and information network 
This section has been_reworked and expande& to  include the  substance of the  special 
· conditions formerly in Ar:ticle 21. 
Section 9:  Air traffic control network 
This section has been· reworked and  expanded to  include the  substance  of the  special 
conditions formerly in Article 23.  · 
The principal amendments rejected by the Commission are as follows: 
1.  Amendments to the text 
... 
The addition 'to Article 4 of studies based on cost-benefit analyses for the 
regions concerned. and the creation of lasting jobs as one of  the broad lines 
ofCommunity.measures.  Although the trans-European network \¥ill have 
a major impact on regional development and employment, these are not 
'  . 
the principal objectives of these guidelines. 
Deletion of  the principal characteristics of  the proposed ro~d  network.  The 
objective ofthese guidelines is, in-particular, to give indications regarding-· 
overall development of  th~ network and of the individual components. 
'  -
'"  The amendment to  Article 7 calling  for  projects to  be  evaluated on the 
basis of  th~ir compatibility with. networks ·outside the Community.  This -
aspect is  covered sufficiently ·by  the  new  Artiele Sa  (networks of third 
countries). 
The amendment to Article 7 stipulating that all financial support from_ the 
Community  for  the trans-European 'transport  network  must satisfy  the 
environmental  requirements.  This  obligation  must  be  covered  by  the 
legislation  specifically  on  financial  support  from  the  Community. (the 
Cohesion Fund Regulation, 'the Structural Funds, trans-European networks, 
'etc.).  · 
The  inclusion  of air  links  in  the  combined  transport  network  and. the 
deletion of the reference to rolling stock.  As regards air links, differences 
between the systems and technical obstacles preclude integration of  the air 
transport sector in the combined rail or inland waterway network at ·.the 
moment.  Rolling stock, on the other hand, could provide an alternative to 
costly c_onversion of  the infrastructure to combined transport operations in · 
certain cases. -
8 The  amendment  calling  for  an  annual  report  on  the  job creation  and 
income growth effects broken down by region.  Given the long timescale 
often needed for  major infrastructure-building an annual regional report 
would be inadequate. 
The new structure proposed for the maritime and air transport section, with 
subdivisions  into  subsections  for  traffic  management  has  not  been 
followed.  The  information  networks  and  maritime  and  air  traffic 
· management systems are generally independent of ports and airports. 
The introduction of a new  article  stipulating  that within two  years  the 
Community will propose minimum environmental standards for each-mode 
of transport and a Community product pipeline network.  . 
The  Commission  is  unable  to  accept  this  amendment,  particularly  for 
formal reasons - the Decision is addressed to  the Member States - and in 
view of the deadline imposed. 
Amendments to Annex I (Maps) 
Many  of the  proposed amendments to  the  maps  have  not been included because they 
concerned a service rather than transport infrastructure, regionalor local infrastructure as 
opposed to trans-European infrastructure or links for which the traffic forecasts were too 
low or development work could not be justified on economic grounds. 
Amendments to  Annex II (Criteria and specifications for projects'of common interest) 
Neither  the  addition of quantitative  and  qualitative  selection criteria for  ports  nor  th~ 
deletion of the specific conditions to  be  met  by  port projects have  been incorporated. 
Selection would entail undesirable discrimination between ports.  To avoid distortion of 
competition in the port sector, the projects of common interest should satisfy the specific 
criteria, notably, for example, the requirement for a financial analysis.  · 
Amendments to  Annex III (Priority projects) 
The  Commission  included  a  list  of projects  to  be  started  in  the  next  five  years  in 
Annex III to its amended proposal of  22  February 1995 [COM(95)48].  This list contains 
14 projects adopted as priorities by the European Council in Essen, plus 21  other major 
projects and 5 pilot projects on traffic management.  Detailed studies have confirmed that 
all these projects are_'indeed priorities.  By contrast, no such studies have been conducted 
on  the  projects  proposed  in  the  amendments  which,  consequently,  cannot  be  granted 
priority. 
9 Original proposal 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A  EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DECISION 
ON COMMUNITY GUIDELINES FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  TRANS-
EUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE 
COUNCIL OF 'J:'HE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  regard. to  the  Treaty . establishing  the 
European Community,· and in particular _the first 
paragraph of Article  129d thereof, 
Having  regard·  to  the  proposal  from  the · 
Commission, 
Having regard to  the opinion of the Economic: 
and Social  Conlmittee,  1 
Having regard to the opinion of the Committee 
ofthe Regions,3 
· ( 1)  Whereas the establishment and development 
of trans-European  networks  contribute  to 
the  attainment  of  major  Community 
objec;tives,  such  as  the  completion  Of  the 
internal· market  and  the  strengthening  of 
economic. and social cohesion; 
(2)  Whereas the establishment and development 
of  trans-European  transport  networks 
throughout the territory of the Community  ~ 
also have the specific objectives of  ensuring 
the  sustainable  mobility  of persons  and 
goods  under  the  best· possible  social  and 
environmental conditions and combining all 
modes of transport, taking account of their 
comparative  advantages; 
(3)  Whereas. the Commission's White Paper on 
the  development  of a  common ·transport 
policy  calls  for  the  integration  of ·all  . 
networks  relating  to  varieus  modes  of 
transport into a single. trans-European rail, 
road,  air,  sea  and  inland  waterway 
passenger  and  goods  transport  network, 
with a view especially  to better protecting 
the environment by making optimum use of 
existing capacities; 
Amended  proposal 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A  EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DECISION 
,ON' COMMUNITY GUIDELINES FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  TRANS-
EUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE 
COuNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
. Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European Co111111unity,  and in particular the first-
paragraph of Article  129d thereof, 
·.  Having  regard  to  the  proposal  ·from  the 
Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion of the  Economic 
and Social  Committee,  2 
Having regard to the opinion of the Committee 
of the Regions,4 
(1) Unchanged. 
(2)  Unchanged. 
(2a) 
Whereas the trans~European networks should 
take account  of the objective  of protecting 
nature and the landscape; 
(3)  Whereas,  as called for in the Commission's 
White  Paper  on  the  deveiopment  _of  a 
common transport policy, greater protection 
should be  given to  the environment: 
- by  making  optimum  use  of  existing 
capacities,  integrating all networks relating 
to'  various modes of transport into a single 
trans-European  rail,  road,  air,  sea  and 
inland  waterway  passenger  and  goods 
transport network; 
- by using the modes of transport. which 
cause least harm to the environment,  in . 
particular  railways, · inland ·waterways, 
shipping,  notably  short  sea  coastal 
shipping, and combined transport, taking (4)  -Whereas  network integration of European 
level  can only be developed  progressively 
by interlinking different modes of transport 
with  a  view  to  making  better  use  of the 
inherent advantages of each; 
(5)  Whereas,  in  order  · to  achieve  these 
objectives,  action  by  the  Community  to 
establish  guidelines  is  necessary  in 
. accordance  with  the  principle  of 
subsidiarity;  whereas  such  action  should 
concern  the  establishment  of priority  and 
the. broad  lines  of action  proposed  in  the 
field of trans-European transport networks; 
(6)  Whereas  it  is  also  necessary  to  identify 
projects  of  common  interest  which 
contribute  to  the  achievement  of  these 
objectives  and  which  correspond  to  the 
priorities established; whereas only projects 
which  are  potentially  economically  viable 
should be taken into account; 
(7)  Whereas  due  account  has  been  taken  of 
Council  DeCision  93/628/EEC  of  29 
October  1993  on the  creation  of a trans-
European  combined  transport  network,  5 
Council  Decision  93/629/EEC  of·  29 
October  1993  on  the  creation  of a trans-
European  road  network  and  Council 
Decision 93/630/EEC6 on the creation of a 
trans-European waterway  network7,  ·which 
have  been  integrated  into this  Decision in 
accordance  with  the multimodal  approach 
which  it is  intended to promote; 
(8)  Whereas  measures  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications  and  telematics  can 
contribute to the efficient implementation of 
control and management  measures for each 
component  of  the  network  and  for  the 
network as  a whole; whereas  the  synergies 
needed  to  ensure  the  i.ntegration  of the 
transport  network  should  be  sought; 
account of the diversity of the situations 
within each Member State; 
(4) Unchanged. 
(5) Unchanged. 
(6)  Whereas  it  is  also  necessary  to  identify 
projects  of  common  interest  which 
contribute  to  the  achievement  of  these 
objectives  and  which  correspond  to  the 
priorities established; whereas only projects 
which  are  potentially  economically  viable 
should  be  taken  into  account;  whereas 
projects  should  be  evaluated  against 
alternatives  for  the  infrastructure 
concerned; 
(6a)  Whereas  the investment planned for 
the  trans-European  transport 
networks should also have an impact 
on employment,· as announced in the 
White  Paper  on  Growth, 
Competitiveness and-Employment; 
(7)  Unchanged. 
(8)  Whereas  measures  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications  and  telematics  can 
contribute to the efficient implementation of 
control and management  measures for each 
component  of the  network  and  for  the 
network as a whole;  whereas the synergies 
needed  to  ensure  the  integration  of the 
transport  network  should  be  sought; whereas  those  synergies  also  concern 
general Community measures in the field of 
telecommunications;  whereas  projects  of 
comrilon interest are' being identified to that. 
end;  whereas the Commission will need  to  _ 
formulate  appropriate  proposals  at  a later 
stage  to  e11sure · that  those  systems  are 
optimally deployed; 
(9)  Whereas the Conimission should be assisted 
in specifying projects of  conimon interest by 
the Committee on Transport Infrastructures 
set up by Council Decision 78/174/EEC.  8 
HAVE ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
SECTION  1 - GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
Article 1: Purpose 
The  purpose  Of  this  Decision  is  to  establish 
guidelines. covering the objectives, priorities and 
broad  lines  of  measures  envisaged  for  ·the · 
establishment  of the  trans-European  transport 
network;  it also  identifies  projects  of common 
interest;  the  implementation  of which  should · 
contribute towards development of the network. 
Article 2:  Objectives 
1.  The trans-European transport network shall 
develop progressively between now and the. 
year 2010 by integrating national land, sea 
and  air  transport  infrastructure  networks 
throughout Europe. 
. whereas  those  synergies .·  also  concern 
general Community-, measures in the field of· 
te leco mm unications;  .whereas, 
consequently,  complementarity,: 
consistency  and  corifoimity  with  the 
Community legislation on trans-European 
telecommuniCations  networks  must  be 
safeguarded; whereas projects of common 
interest  are  being· identified  to  that  end; · 
whereas  the  Commission  will  ·  need  to 
formulate  appropriate  proposals  at  a  later 
stage  to  ensure  that  those  systems  are 
optimally  deployed~ 
(9)  Deleted 
HAVE ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
SECTION 1- GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
Article 1: Purpqse 
1.  The purpose of this Decision· is to establish 
guidelines covering  the objectives, priorities 
and broad lines of measures  e11visaged  for 
the  establishment  of  the  trans-European 
transport network: it also identifies projects 
of common interest,  the implementation of 
which  should  contribute  towards 
development of the network at Community 
.level. 
2.  The guidelines referred to in paragraph 1 
shall  'constitute  a  general  reference 
framework  designed ·  to  encourage 
· measures  by  the .Member  States  and, 
where  appropriate,  the  Community  to · 
implement  the  projects  of  common 
interest  so  as  to  safeguard  the 
consistency,  interconnection  and 
interoperability  of  the  trans-European 
transport  network  and  access  to  the 
.  network.  These  projects  shall  form  a 
common objective, achievement of which 
shall depend on the degree of maturity of 
the  projects  and on  the  availability  of 
funding.  These guidelines shall also aim · 
at  facilitating  the  i~volvement  of  the 
private sector. 
Article 2:  Objectives 
1.  The trans-European transport network shall 
be  put in  place  at Community level  by 
the year 2010 by progressively integrating 
the land, sea and air transport infrastructure 
. networks,  following  the  outline  plans 
•. 2.  The network shall: 
ensure the sustainable and safe mobility 
of persons  and  goods  within  the  area 
without internal frontiers under. the best 
possible  social  conditions,  while 
contributing  to  the  attainment  of the 
Community's environmental objectives, 
offer users  high-quality  infrastructures 
and  associated  services  on  acceptable 
economic  terms, 
combine all  modes  of transport, taking 
account  of  their  comparative 
advantages, 
allow  the  optimal  use  of  existing 
capacities, 
be interoperable  in all  its  components, 
cover  the  whole  territory  of  the 
Community,  interlinking  the  major 
conurbations  and  regions  of  the 
Community, ·  facilitating  access  in 
general,  and linking island,  peripheral 
· and  landlocked  regions  to  the  central 
regions, 
allow  for  its  extension to  the  networks 
of EFT  A Member  States,  countries of 
central  and  eastern  Europe  and 
Mediterranean  countries,  while  at  the. 
same  time  promoting  interoperability 
and  access  to these  networks. 
Article 3: Scope of the network 
L  · The trans-European transport network shall 
comprise  infrastructures,  serVices  and 
management  systems.  The  harmonious 
operation of these components shall enable 
the objectives described  in  Article  2 to  b~ 
achieved.  It shall· comprise  the  following 
infrastructures: rpads, railways, waterways, 
illustrated J:.y the maps in Annex I and/or 
the specifications in Annex II. 
2.  The network shall: 
ensure the sustainable and safe mobility 
of ·persons  and  goods  within the  area 
without internal frontiers under the best 
possible  social  conditions,  while 
contributing  to  the  attainment  of the 
Community's  objectives,  particularly 
with.  regard  to  environmental 
protection,  in  accordance  with 
Article 2  of  the  Treaty,  and 
competition, 
encourage  the  strengthening  of 
economic and social cohe.Sion, 
offer users good qualityinfrastructures 
and  associated  services  on acceptable 
economic  terms, 
combine all modes  of transport,  taking 
account  of  their  comparative 
advantages,  in  particular  the 
environmental advantage, 
allow  the  optimal  use  of  existing 
capacities, 
be  interoperable  within and between 
all modes of transport, 
cover  the  whole  territory  of  the 
Community,  interlinking  the  major 
conurbations  and  , regions  of  the· 
Community,  without  bottlenecks, 
facilitating  access  in  general,·  and 
linking  island,  peripheral  and 
landlocked  regions  to  the  central 
regions, 
allow  for  its  extension to  the  networks 
of EFTA Member  States,  countries  of 
central  and  eastern  Europe  and 
Mediterranean  countries,  while  at  the 
same  time  promoting  interoperability 
and  access to these  networks. 
Article 3: Scope of the network 
1.  The  network  shall  include  transport 
infrastructures,  traffic  management 
systems  and positioning  and navigation 
systems .. ports, airports, navigation aids.  intermodal 
freight  terminals.  and  product· pipelines, 
together with the services necessary  for the 
separate  or combined  operation  of these 
infrastructures.  including·. traffic 
management  and  control  systems.  Other 
components  contributing . to  the  smooth 
operation of the network may  be  added  to 
this list. 
2.  The  specific'  characteristics  of  certain 
network components  are  further  described 
in Articles 8 to 23 of this Decision. 
· . 2.  Transport  infrastructures  shall  include 
road, rail and inland waterway networks, 
seaports,  airports  and  interconnection 
nodes,  such.  ·as  inland  ports  and 
transshipment centres. 
3.  The traffic management and positioning 
and navigation  sy~tems shall include the 
technical  and  computer  installations 
necessary .to ensure harmonious operation 
of the network and efficient management 
of  the  traffic.  These  systems  use 
telematics  applications  and 
telecommunications  netw  nd must 
~-----'":---~her-ef-ore-;;  sure  complementarity  with 
the  trans-European  telecommunications 
network. 
Article 4:  Broad lines of measures 
The  broad  lines  of Community  measures  shall · 
cover: 
the development of  network structure plans, 
illustrated where appropriate by  maps, 
the  identification  of ·projects  of common 
interest, 
the  promotion of network interoperability, 
the  pursuit  of  consistency  and 
complementarity  of financial  aid, 
rese(_lrch  and  development, 
permanent  cooperation and  the  conclusion 
of  appropriate  agreements  whh  third 
The  basic  requirements  for 
. interoperability  of  the  trans-European 
transport network, including the relevant · 
services,  and  for  the  transport 
telecommunications systems shall be laid 
dm~n  separately. 
· Article 4:  Broad lines of ·measures 
'The broad  lines  of Community  measures  shall 
cover: 
· the preparation and updating of network 
structure plans, 
the  identification  of projects  of common 
interest, 
the promotion of network interoperability, 
the ·optimum  combination  of means  of 
transport, including by the of installation 
of transfer ·points near large urban areas, 
the  pursuit  of·  consistency  and 
complementarity  of financial  aid, 
research  and development, 
permanent  cooperation  and  the  conclusion 
of  appropriate  agreements  ,with  third countries concerned by development of the 
net\york, 
incentives for Member States to further the 
objectives pursued, 
promotion of the continuous cooperation of 
interested parties, 
any other measures which prove necessary 
for  the  achievement  of  the  objectives 
referred to  in Article 2. 
Article 5: Priorities 
The priorities shall be: 
completion  of the  connections,  key  links 
and  interconnections  needed  to  eliminate 
bottlenecks,  fill  in  missing  links  and 
complete  major routes, 
achievement  of interoperability of network 
components, 
development  of  access  to  the  network, 
taking particular account of the need to link 
island, peripheral and landlocked regions to 
the centre of the Community, 
optimization of the capacity  and efficiency 
of existing infrastructure, 
optimum combination of modes of  transport 
with a view  to  sustainable  mobility, 
. improvement of interconnection nodes and 
intermodal  interchanges, 
improved safety  and  network reliability, 
integration of environmental  concerns  into 
the design and development of the network, 
countries concerned by development of the 
network, 
incentives  for  Member .  States  and 
international organizations to  further the 
objectives  pursued  by  the  European 
Union, 
promotion of the continuous cooperation of 
interested parties, 
any  other measures  which prove necessary 
for  the  achievement  of  the  objectives 
referred to  in Article 2. 
Article 5: Priorities 
The priorities, taking account of the objectives 
listed in Article 2, shall be: 
optimization  of  the  capacity  and 
efficiency of existing infrastructure, 
completion  of the  connections,  key  links 
and  interconnections  needed  to  eliminate 
bottlenecks,  fill  in  missing  links  and 
complete  major routes, 
development  of  access  to  the  network, 
taking particular account of  the need to link 
island, peripheral and landlocked regions to 
the centre of the Community, 
combination and optimum integration of 
the various means of transport, 
completion of the projects of particular 
economic interest, evaluated on the'basis 
of a cost-benefit analysis which takes into 
account the environmental impact of the 
projects and the benefits in terms of their 
contribution  to  economic  and  social 
cohesion within the Community, 
achievement  of  interoperability  of  the 
network, 
building  new  and ?improving  existing 
interconnection  nodes  and  intermodal 
interchanges, 
improved safety  and network reliability, \ 
design, development and implementation of 
systems for the management and control of 
.network  traffic  with  a  view  to  their 
optimization, 
development  and  promotion  of  the 
information needed by network users, 
studies  contributing  to  improved  network 
definition. 
Article 6: Projects of common interest 
1.  Any project which: 
pursues  the  objectives  referred  to  in 
Article 2, 
concerns  the network defined  in Article 3, 
corresponds to one or more of the priorities 
referred to in Article 5,  and 
is potentially economically  viable, 
shall  be  considered  to  be  of  common 
interest. 
., 
development and implementation of  systems 
· for the management  and control of network- · 
. traffic and user information with a view to 
optimization  and  use  of,  th~ 
infrastructures, 
studies contributing to  improved  planning 
and  hnplementation  of  the  trans-
European transpm;t network. 
Article Sa:  Networks of third countries 
The Council  shall  decide,  case  by  ca~e and 
pursuant to the appropriate procedures in the 
Treaty, . whether  the  networks  of  third 
countries  are  compatible  with  the  trans-
European  transport  network  in  order  to 
promote  the 'implementation  of projects  of 
common interest and the interconnection and 
interoperability of the networks. 
Article 6:  Projects of common interest 
1. ·  Any project which: 
pursues  the  objectives  referred  to  in 
Article 2, 
'  concerns the network defined  iri Article 3, 
corresponds to one or more of the priorities 
referred  to in Article 5, and . 
is  potentially  economicaJly  viable,  taking 
. account of the socio-economic  costs and 
benefits, 
shall be considered to  ~e ofcommon interest. 2.  Projects shall also comply with the special 
conditions set out in Articles 8 to 23 of this 
Decision in respect of  the elements to which 
they  relate. 
Article  7:  Outline  plans  and  projects  of 
common interest 
I .  Member  States  shall  take  all  appropriate 
measures  to  give  effect  to  the  network 
structure plans and in particular to facilitate 
and  accelerate  implementation  of  the 
projects of common interest 
2.  Projects  may  be  grouped  together  and 
combined to form a unit to be implemented 
within a given period. 
2.  All projects must concern a component of 
the network, as described in Articles (9 to··· 
17) and, .in particular: 
concern the connections identified on 
the maps in Annex I and/or 
meet the specifications or criteria in 
Annex II. 
3.  The projects listed in Aimex m shall be 
started within the next five years. The list 
in Annex m is not exhaustive. 
4.  Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to implement the outline plans 
and  in  particular  to  facilitat~  and 
accelerate implementation of  the projects 
of common interest. 
Article 7: Environmental requirements 
Account  shall  be  taken . of  environmental 
protection  requirements  during  planning, 
building  and  further  development  of  the 
network by means of: 
(a) at Community level: 
developing  methods  of  analysis  to 
evaluate strategically the environmental 
impact of the whole network, 
carrying  out  trans-European  corridor 
analyses  in  the  affected  areas,  where 
appropriate, 
(b) at national level:  _ 
evaluating  the  possible  dangers  to  the 
environment ·of the projects of common 
interest defined in Article 6, 
conducting,·  environmental  impact 
assessments pursuant to Council Directive 
85/337/EEC  and  complying  with  the 
Community  . legislation  on  nature 
protection  when  projects  of  common 
interest are implemented. 
Deleted. 
f 3.  Work is intended to start on the projects of 
common interest listed in Annex III within 
the  next  five  years.  The list appearing  in 
this Ani:tex is not exhaustive.  .. 
SECTION 2: ROAD NETWORK 
Article 8: Characteristics 
1.  The  trans-European  road  network  shall 
comprise motorways and high-quality roads. 
It shall be supplemented by new or adapted 
links. 
2.  The network shall include infrastructure for 
traffic  management  and  user information, 
based on active cooperation between traffic 
management systems at European, national 
and regional  levels. 
3.  This network shall guarantee users a high, 
uniform and  continuous  level  of services, 
comfort and safety. . 
' 
4.  Within  the  framework  of the  intermodal 
integration referred to in Article 2. the road 
network .  shali  develop  progressively 
between  now  and  the  year  2004  ·in 
accordance  with the structure indicated on 
the maps in Annex I. 
Article 9: Speciaf conditions 
Without prejudice to Articles 6 and 24. projects 
of  common interest shall concern the links listed 
in Annex II and marked on the maps  shown in 
Annex L 
SECTION 3:  RAIL NETWORK 
Article 10: Characteristics 
1.  The rail network shall comprise: 
the  high-speed  network,  comprising  new 
lines equipped for speeds equal to or greater 
than 250 km/h in current or new technology 
and/or adapted lines for speeds of the order 
of 200 km/h, 
conventional lines intended for all forms of 
rail transport inchidiiig the continuation of 
· high-speed services and the rail segment of 
combined  transport .  referred  to in  Articl~ 
18.  . . 
2.  ·This network shall offer users a high level 
of quality and safety, owing to: 
SECTION 2:  ROAD ~ETWORK , 
Article 8: Characteristics 
1. Unchanged. 
2.  Unchanged. 
3. Unchanged. 
4.  Deleted. 
Deleted. 
SECTION 3:  RAIL NETWORK· 
Article· 9:  Characteristics 
1.  Unchanged. 
2.  Unchanged. its  continuity  and  its  interoperability, 
brought  about  in  particular  by  technical 
harmonization  and  a  harmonized  control 
system, 
easy access to urban and suburban transport 
centres; airports,  seaports  and  intermodal 
interchange~, 
appropriate information systems. 
3.  Within  the  framework  of the  intermodal 
integration referred to in Article 2. the rail 
network  shall  develop  progressively 
between  now  and  the  yea:r  20 10  in 
accordance  with the structures indicated on 
the  maps  in Annex I. 
Article 11: Special conditions 
Without prejudice to Articles 6 and 24. projects 
of  common interest shall concern the links listed 
in Annex II and marked on the maps  shown in 
Annex I. 
SECTION  4:  INLAND  WATERWAY 
NETWORK 
Article 12: Characteristics 
1.  The  trans-European  inland  waterway 
network  shall  comprise  a  main  network 
consisting  of  rivers  and  canals  and  a 
secondary  network  comprising  branch 
canals providing access to the main networ~ 
and  to  the  main  intermodal  nodes  and 
interconnection with the other components 
of the  network.  It shall  also  utilize  port 
infrastructures and high-performance traffic 
management  systems. 
2.  The  minimum technical  characteristics  for 
waterways forming part of  the network shall 
be those laid down for a class IV waterway, 
·which allows  the passage  of a vessel  or a 
pushed  train  of craft  80-85 m  long  and 
9.50 m wide.  Where  a waterway  forming 
part  of  the  network  is  modernized  or 
constructed,·  the  technical  specifications 
shall  correspond  at  least  to  class  IV,  shall 
enable  class  V a/V b  to  be  achieved  at  a 
later  date,  and  shall  make  satisfactory 
provision for the passage of vessels used for 
combined  transport.  Class  V a  allows  the 
passage  of a  vessel  or a  pushed  train  of 
craft  110  m  long  and  11.40 m  wide  and 
class  V b  allows  the  passage  of a  pushed 




SECTION  4:  INLAND  WATERWAY 
NETWORK AND INLAND PORTS 
Article 10:  Characteristics 
1.  The  trans-European · inland  waterway 
network shall comprise rivers and canals 
and the branches and links which connect 
them. It  shall, in particular, interconnect 
industrial  regions  and  major 
conurbations and link up with ports. 
2.  Unchanged. / 
.  3.  Within  the  framework  of the  intennodal 
integration  referred  to  in  Article  2. ·the 
waterwav  network  shall  develop 
progressively  between _now  and  the  year 
2010  in·  accordance  with  the  structure 
indicated on the map  in Annex I. 
· Article 13: Special conditions 
Without prejudice to Articles 6 and 24, projects 
of common interest shall concern the links listed 
in Annex I and marked on the map referred to in 
Article 12(3). 
SECTION 5:' PORTS 
Article 14: Characteristics 
Ports  -shall  provide  the  link  between  land 
transport and  sea transport.  They shall provide 
equipment  and  services  to  sea  transport 
operators.  Sea transport shall provide a range of 
passenger  and  goods  services,- including  ferry 
services  and  short- and  long-distance  shipping 
services  within the  Community  and  with third· 
countries. 
Article ·15: Special conditions 
Without prejudice to Articles 6 and 24. projects 
of  common  interest  must  comply  with  the 
conditions specified· in Annex II. 
3.  Inland  ports  shall  fonn  part  of  the-·-
network, in particular as interconnection 
nodes  between  the  inland  waterways 
referred  to  in  paragraph 2  and  other 
means of transport. Their infrastructure 
shall provide equipment and services  to 
transport operators. 
4.  The  network  shall  include  inland 
waterway  traffic  management 
infrastructure. 
Deleted. 
SECTION  ~:  PORTS  AND  MARITIME 
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 
Article 11: Characteristics 
1.'  Ports shall allow the development of sea 
transport  and  shall  form·  the 
interconnection  nodes  between  sea 
transport and other means of transport. 
They shall provide equipment and services 
to  sea  . transport  operators.  Their 
infrastructure  shall  provide a. range of 
passenger. and goods  services,  including 
ferry services and short- and long-distance 
shipping services within the Community and 
third countries.  · 
2.  Ports  and  port-related  infrastructure 
shall  also  . aim'  in  particular'  at 
. · supporting the development of short sea 
shipping. Short sea shipphig shall include 
coastal shipping in the European Union, 
links  between  the  Member  States  and 
links  with  third countries  in  the Baltic 
Sea, the North Sea, the Barents Sea, the 
Black Sea and the Mediterranean. Short 
sea  shipping  shall  comprise  both 
maritime and inland waterway links and 
· include  links  along  coasts  and between 
islands. 
Deleted.  •. SECTION 6:  AIRPORT NETWORK 
Article 16: Characteristics 
The  trans-European  airport  network  shall 
comprise  airports  of common  interest  situated 
-within the territory of  the Community which are 
open to commercial air traffic and which comply  . 
with the criteria set out in Annex II.  According 
to  their  function  within  the  network,  these 
airports  shall  be  classified  as  Community 
connecting points where their main function is to 
link the Community to the rest of the world, as 
regional  connecting  points  where  their  main 
function  is  to  provide  links  within  the 
Community,  and  as  accessibility  points  where 
they facilitate  access  to the network or open up 
isolated regions. 
Article 17: Special conditions 
Without  prejudice  to  Articles  6  and  24.  all 
projects  of  common  interest  shall  concern 
airports of common  interest  as  defined  by  the 
criteria referred to in Article  16 and comply with 
the  specifications  in  Annex II.  These 
specifications shall enable the airport network to 
meet demand growth between now and the year 
2005. 
SECTION  7:  COMBINED  TRANSPORT 
NETWORK· 
Article 18: Characteristics 
1.  The  trans-European  combined  transport 
network shall comprise sea, rail and inland 
waterway  links  which,  combined  where 
appropriate with initial and/or terminal road 
haulage,  permit the long-distance transport 
of goods between all Member States.  The 
links in question are marked on the map in 
Annex I. 
2.  , Installations  permtttmg  transshipment 
between  the  rail  network,  the  inland 
waterway  network,  the  road  network  and 
shipping  shall  form  part of the combined 
transport  network.  Provisionally,  suitable 
rolling  stock may  also  be  included  where 
the  characteristics  of the  infrastructure  so 
require. 
SECTION 6:  AIRPORT NETWORK 
Article 12: Characteristics 
1.  The  trans-European  airport  network  shall 
comprise airports which are situated within 
the territory of  the Community, are open to 
commercial  air :raffle and are of common 
interest in accordance  with the criteria set 
out in Annex II. 
2.  According  to  their  function  within  the· 
network,  these  airports  shall  be classified 
as: 
Community  connecting  points  where 
their  main  function  is  to  link  the 
Community to  the rest ·of the world, 
regional  connecting  points where their 
main function is to provide links within 
the Community, 
t:  accessibility points, where they facilitate 
access  to  the network or contribute to 
opening  up  peripheral  and  isolated 
regions. 
Deleted. 
SECTION  7:  COMBINED  TRANSPORT 
NETWORK 
Article  13: Characteristics 
1.  The  trans-European  combined  transport 
network shall comprise sea, rail and inland 
waterway  links  which,  combined  where 
appropriate with initial and/or terminal road 
haulage,  permit the long-distance transport 
of goods between all  Member States. 
2.  Unchanged. Article 19: Special conditions . 
Without  prejudice  to  Articles  6  and  24. 
combined transport projects of common interest 
shall  concern  the  links  listed in Annex II  and 
· marked on the map  referred to in Annex I. 
·sECTION  8:  EUROPEAN  WATERS 
..  SHIPPING  INFORMATION.  AND 
MANAGEMENT NETWORK · 
Article 20: Characteristics 
The  trans-European  shipping  management  and 
information netWork shall concern: 
coastal  and port shipping services, 
vessel positioning systems, 
reporting  systems  foi:  vessels  tr.ansporting 
dangerous goods, 
· communications  systems  for  distress  and 
safety at sea. 
It is intended to guarantee a high level of safety 
and  efficiency  of shipping  and  environmental 
protection in European  ~aters. 
·Article 21: Special conditions 
Without ·prejudice  to  Articles  6  and  24;  any 
project concerning: 
the  understanding.  organization  and 
management  of shipping and  assistance  to 
shipping in European waters.  in particular 
in converging, dangerous or busy sea areas 
or  with  a  view  to  protecting 
environmentally  sensitive · areas  of  the 
Community  against  the  risks  linked  to 
shipping, 
implementation of  the Community shipping 
information system in  European waters.  in 
particular  as  regards  the  movements  and 
cargoes ofvessels transporting dangerous or 
polluting goods. 
adaptation  of  digital  data  links  and 
equipment  intended to  permit or optimize 
the  coordination  and  . exchange  of 
computerized  data within the network, 
traffic control and  management  systems, 
', 
Deleted. 
SECTION·  8:  SHIPPING  MANAGEMENT 
AND INFORMATION NETWORK 
Article 14:  Characteristics 
. The  trans-European  shipping  management  and 
information network shall concern: 
coastal  and  port  shipping  :management 
systems, 
vessel  positioning systems, 
reporting  systems  for  vessels  carrying 
.  dangerous or environmentally hazardous 
goods, 
marine.  emergency  and  rescue 
communications  systems. 
It is intended to guarantee a high level of safety 
and  efficiency  of shipping  and  environmental 
protection in European waters. 
Deleted. demonstration projects relating to the above 
projects, 
can be considered to be of common interest. 
SECTION  9:  AIR  TRAFFIC  CONTROL 
NETWORK· 
Article 22: Characteristics 
The  trans-European  air  traffic  management 
network  shall  comprise  the  aviation  plan 
(airspace reserved for general aviation, aviation 
routes and aviation aids), the traffic management 
system,  and  the  air  traffic  control  system 
(control  centres,  surveillance  and 
communications facilities).that are necessary for 
safe and efficient aviation in European airspace. 
It shall be established progressively with the aim 
of increasing  network capacity  and optimizing 
network utilization. 
Article 23: Special conditions 
Without  prejudice  to  Articles  6  and  24.  any 
project concerning: 
air traffic management  which helps supply 
keep pace with demand, 
better utilization of airspace by the various 
users and the establishment of a consistent 
·and  efficient system of routes, 
the  harmonization  of  facilities  and 
procedures  so  as  to  integrate · the  various 
service providers into a unified system, 
the improvement of system productivity, in 
particular  by means  of automated  control 
assistance  and  potential  conflict  detection 
and  resolution systems, 
the installation of  means of  communication. 
navigation and surveillance necessary for air 
traffic control,  including the promotion of 
new technologies. in particular satellites and 
digital data networks, 
staff training on a harmonized basis,. 
may  be considered to be of common interest. 
SECTION  9:  AIR  TRAFFIC  CONTROL 
NETWORK 
Article 15: Characteristics 
The  trans-European  air  traffic  management 
network shall comprise the air space reserved for 
general aviation,  aviation routes,  aviation aids, 
the  traffic  planning and  management  systems, 
and  the  air  traffic  control  system  (control 
centres,  surveillance  and  communications 
facilities) that are necessary for safe and efficient 
aviation in European airspace. 
Deleted. SECTION  10:  COMMON PROVISIONS 
Article 24: Projects of  common interest for the 
whole of the network 
Without  prejudice  to  Article·  6.  projects 
concerning the establishment of: 
s·atellite  positioning  and  navigation 
infrastructures. 
the infrastructure needed  for the. European 
radio-navigation  plan  · developed  in 
coliaboration  with  the  competent 
international  bodies. 
shall be considered to be of common interest for 
all  network components  and  for the network as 
a whole. 
More generally.  the projects which may  benefit 
from  developments · in  the  telecommunications 
'  sector  and  telematics  applications  of general 
interest  will  be  subject  to  proper  scrutiny  io 
ensure  the  necessary  dovetailing  between  the 
trans-European  transport  network  and  the 
.  ·trans-European telecomrhunications  infrastructure 
network. 
Arti&le  25:  Identification  of  projects  of 
common interest 
The  Commission  may  specify  the  projects' of 
common  interest  in  accordance  with  the 
procedure laid down in Article 26. 
Article 26: Committee 
1.  The  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  the 
Committee  on Transport Infrastructures. 
SECTION  10:  PQSITIONING  AND 
NAVIGATION NETWORK 
Article .16:  Characteristics 
' 
The  trans-European  positioning  and 
navigation network shall comprise the satellite 
positioning  and1 navigation  systems  and the 
systems defined within the framework of the 
future European radio-navigation plan. They 
· shall  provide  a  positioning  and  navigation 
service  which  can·  be  used  reliably  and ' 
efficiently by all means of transport.  .  . 
SECTION  11.:  COMMON  PROVISIONS 
Article 17: Definition of common interest 
On application the Commission may define a  . 
project as fulfilling the conditions laid down in 
Article 6 and thus being a proJect of common 
interest. Such definition shall not imply any.· 
right to Community support. The Commission 
shall decide the details for application for and 
implementation of the procedure.· 
Article  18~ Committee 
1.  The  Member  States  shall  regularly 
communicate  'to  the  Commission  the . 
national  plans  and  programmes  which 
they  have  drafted <  with , a  view  to. 
development  of  the  trans-European 
transport  network,  particularly  with 
regard to the projects of common interest 
identified in this Decision. 
-~1. 2.  The representative of the Commission shall 
submit  to  the  Committee  a  draft  of the 
measures to be taken. The Committee shall 
deliver its opinion on the draft within a time 
limit  which  the  Chairman  may  lay  down 
according to the urgency ofthe matter.  The 
opinion shall be delivered  by the majority 
laid down in Article 148(2) of the Treaty in 
the case  of decisions  which the Council  is 
required  to  adopt  on a proposal  from  the 
Commission.  The  votes  of  the 
representatives of  the Member States within 
the  Committee  shall  be  weighted  in  the 
manner  set . out  in  that  Article.  The 
Chairman shall not vote. 
The·  Commission  shall  adopt  measures 
which shall apply immediately. However, if 
these  measures  are not in accordance with 
the opinion of the Committee.  they shall be 
.  communicated  by  the  Commission  to  the 
Council  forthwith.  In  that  event  the 
Commission  may  defer  application  of the 
measures  which it has decided for a period 
of not more than one month from the date 
of such communication. 
The Council. acting by a qualified majority, 
may  take  a  different  decision  within  the 
time  limit  referred  to  in  the  previous 
· paragraph. 
3.  The  Committee  may .examine  any  matter 
relating  to  the  development  of  th~ 
trans-European transport network. 
Article 27: Annual report 
The Commission shall report to the Council, the 
Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee 
and  the  Committee  of  the  Regions  on  the 
implementation of  the guidelines described in this 
Decision two years after its entry into force and 
annually thereafter. 
Article 28: Evaluation of guidelines 
At the latest five years after the entry into force 
of this Decision, the Commission shall evaluate 
the  implementation  of the guidelines laid down 
herein, including the network structure plans and 
the  identification  of the  projects  of common 
interest, to verify the progress made  in bringing 
about the progressive integration of the network 
in  accordance  with the objectives  described  in 
Article 2. 
2.  The Commission shall be assisted  by  &·· 
committee  on  the  trans-European · 
transport network,  hereinafter referred 
to  as  "the  Committee",  consisting  of 
representativeS of the Member States and 
chaired  by  a  representative  of  the 
Commission.  . This  committee  shall 
exchange  information on the plans and 
programmes  communicated  by  the 
Member  States  and  may  examine  any 
matter relating to the development of the 
trans-European transport network. 
Article  19:  Updating of guidelines 
l.  Every five years after the entry into force 
· of this  Decision;  and for the first  time 
before 1 July 1999, the Commission shall 
.  : report to the European  Parliament and 
Council on whether the guidelines should 
be  adapted  in  accordance  with  the 
objectives  referred  to in Article 2. 
2.  Where appropriate, the Commission shall 
submit appropriate proposals in the light 
of the report referred to in paragraph l. Article 29 
'( 
This Decision  shall  enter  into  force  on  1 July 
1995. 
Article 30 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Article 20 
This  Decision  shall  enter  i~to force  on  1 July 
1995. 
Article 21 
. This Decision is addressed to the Member States. ANNEX I 
NETWORK SCHEMES 
(ILLUSTRATED BY MAPS) 
ANNEX I 
.  NETWORK SCHEMES 
(ILLUSTRATED BY MAPS) 
(the maps have been amended) 
Ol.J ANNEX II 
I...:INKS  AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Projects of common interest are related to 
links  and  axes  for  the  network  elements  · 







criteria and/or specifications for the nodes 
described hereafter in · 
Section 5  ports 
Section 6 
the  railway  sections  of  the  combined 
transport network in 
Section 7  combined  transport 
all routes and axes on the network schemes 
as  shown  in  ·Annex  I  for  projects 
concerning  interoperability,  traffic 
management  and control. 
ANNEX II 
CRITERiA AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
PROJECTS OF COMMON INTEREST 
Section 4:  inland  wat~rway  network  and 
inland ports . 
Section 5:  seaports 
Section 6:  airports 
Section 8:  shipping\  management  and 
information network 
Section 9:  air traffic management network. 
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Deleted. West-East links 
Esbjerg-Kolding~Great Belt  (Storebaeltsforbindelsen)-Oresundsfor~indelsen 
(Denmark-Sweden)·  · 
Letterkenny-Londondetrv-Belfast-Lame-Stranraer-Carlisle-Newcasde 






















































Northern Crete axis 
j 
j 
·, SECTION 3:  THE RAILWAY LINKS 
L  Brenner Axis:  railway line through the Alps; 
~  Paris-Bruxelles-Cologne-Amsterdam-London (PBKAL); 
High Speed Trains; Belgium; 
;L  Paris-Bruxelles-Cologne-Amsterdam-London (PBKAL); 
High Speed Trains; Netherlands; 
±.:.  Paris-Cologne-Amsterdam-London (PBKAL); 
High Speed Trains; London-Tunnel Acce.ss; 
i.  Madrid-Barcelona-Pemignan Hi!ih.Speed Trains; 
§.,_  Fehmam-Belt  Crossway,  construction  of  fixed  link 
between Denmark and Germany and adaptation of access 
lines; 
1..:.  High Speed Train route;  Paris-Strasbourg: 
~  High  Speed  Train  route;  Karlsruhe-Frankfurt/Main-
Berlin; 
2.:.  Rotterdam-Betuwe  line  (Cologne-Frankfurt/Main-
Karlsruhe (Switzerland-Italy)) railway line; 
10.  Lyon-Turin; Hi!!h Speed Trains/combined transport; 
!1.:.  Urban bypass sections for combined transport corridors. 
Deleted. SECTION 4:  THE INLAND. WATERWAY LINKS 
links to  be completed 









Saale  ' 
North-South 
1.2.:.  Moselle/Saline 
!!.:.  Seine/Moselle 
1l:.  Zeebrugge/Gent 
ll..  Cabergkanaal 
Secondary link 
.!!:.  Po (Cremona/Adriatic) 
&  Duoro 
16.  Tagus 
11.  Guadiana 
1JL.  Canals of Weaver/Bridgewater (intersection) 
links to be completed within 10 years 
East-West 
Improvement of the Minellandkanal and clearance of the 
Elbe at Magdeburg 
b  Improvement  of  navigation  on  the  Elbe  between 
Magdeburg and the Czech Border 
~  Improvement of links between the Elbe and the  Oder 
1:.  · Twentekanaal - Minellandkanal link 
North-South/Rhine Axe 
2.:,  · Rhine - Rhone  route 
North-South 
2:.  Seine·- Schelde link in  France and Schelde in Belgium 
1.  Improvement of Schelde -Rhine link: 
·(a)  Improvement of Antwerp-Bruxelles-Charleroi axis 
(b)  Improvement of  the Eastern Branch towards the Rhine· 
via the Central Canal. the Meuse,  the  Lanaye Canal 
in Belgium and the Juliana Canal in the  Netherlands 
South-East 
!.  Improvement of navigation on the Main and the  Danube 
between Straubing·and Vilshofen 
. SECTION  4:  INLAND  WATE~WAY NETWORK AND 
INLAND PORTS 
Inland ports 
Iri  addition to  projects concerning the links indicated in 
Annex I, aU infrastructure projects in the foUowing  fields 
shaH be considered to be of common interest: 
A.  Inland  ports,  as  defined  in  Article  10(3),  which 





Located  on the  inland  waterway  network in  the 
outline plan in Annex I.  · 
Annual freight throughput of 1 million tobnes or 
.more. 
Links with other trans-European transport routes; 





B.  Project categories 
1.  Access to the port by inland waterway; 
2.  Port infrastructure,  including  quay  walls,  within 
the port area; 
3.  Other transport infrastructure within the port area; 
4.  Other transport infrastructure links to· sections of 
the trans-European transport network. 
Traffic management 
All infrastructure projects in the following fields shall be 
considered to be of common interest: 
a notification and management system, particularly 
for  vessels  carrying  dangerous  goods  or  goods 
which are harmful to .the. environment, 
communications systems for emergency situations 
and safety on inland waterways. SECTION 5:  PORTS 
1.  Categories of ports and port-related projects 
Infrastrucrure projects in or related to  ports should come under 
one or more of the following categories: 
A.  Access to the port  from the  sea or inland waterway. 
B.  Port infrastrucrure inside 'the port area .. 
C.  Inland transport infrastrucrure inside the port area. 
D.  Inland transport infrastrucrure links which provide access 
to  sections of the  trans-European transport network. 
2.  Specific A,ims of Projects 
Port and  port-related  projects of common interest should .  meet 
one or more of the  following specific aims: 
facilitating  the  growth  of  intra- and  extra-European 
Community trade, 
supporting the principle of  sustainable mobility by helping 
to  relieve congested  land corridors and  to  minimise the 
external  costs  of European  transport by,  for example, 
increasing the  maritime share of total traffic, and 
improving accessibility ·and  strengthening economic and 
social cohesion in the European Coriununity by enhancing 
the  internal maritime links, paying particular attention to 
island and remoter regions of the Community. 
3.  Specific Conditions to be met 
In  addition,  each  project  should  be  viable  on  the  basis of a 
financial  analysis  or,  failing  that,  on  the  basis  of a  social 
cost/benefit analysis, as considered by  the procedure referred to 
in  Article 26. 
Each project should also contribute either to: 
integrating  traffic  into  the  trans-European  transport 
network or a multi-modal transport chain, pr 
the greater use of environmentally-friendly transport. 
SECTION 6:  AIRPORTS 
1.  Eligibility criteria for airports of common interest 
Airports of common interest must meet the criteria of one of the 
following  network components: 
(i)  Community connecting points will  include: 
all airports or airport system(*) with a total annual traffic 
volume of no  less than, 
5 000 000 passenger movements minus  10%, or 
100 000 commercial aircraft movements, or 
150 000 tonnes freight throughput, or 
1 000 000 extra-EC passenger movements, 
. as  well  as  new  airports  in  replacement  of 
Community  connecting  points  for  which 
development on  the existing site is  not possible.· 
existing 
further 
(*)  Airport systems:.see OJ  r-!o  L 240, 24.8.199_2,  p.  14. 
·SECTION 5: SEAPORTS 
Unchanged. 
SECTION 6: AIRPORTS 
Unchanged. (ii)  Regional connecting points will  include: 
all  airports  or  airport  systems  with  an  annual  traffic 
volume: 
.  between  1  000  000  minus  10%  and  4  499  999 
passenger movements, or 
between  50  000  and  149  999  tonnes  freight 
throughput, or  ·  · 
between 500 000 and 899 999 passenger movements 
of  which at least 30%  are non-national, or 
betWeen 300 000 and 899 999 passenger movements 
arid located off the European mainland at a distance of 
no  less  than  500  km from  the  nearest Community 
connecting point. 
(iii)  Accessibility points-will include an·airports: 
with an annual traffic volume between 500 000 and 
899  999  passenger  movements  of which  less  than 
30%  are non-national, 
. with an annual traffic volume between 250 000 minus 
10%  and 499 999 passenger movements, or 
with  an annual  traffic volume  between  10  000 and 
49 999 tonnes freight throughput, or 
located on an island of a Member State, or 
located  in  a  remote  area  of the  Community  with 
commercial  services  operated  by  aircraft  with  a 
maximum take-off weight of no less than 10 tonnes. 
An airport is  located in a remote area if it is  situated outside a 
radius of at least 100 kril of the nearest Community or regional 
connecting.point.  This distance  may,  by  way  of exception,  be 
reduced to 75 km in order to take account of difficult access due 
to  the  geographical  siruation  or the  poor quality  of the  inland 
infrastructure. 
/ 
•. 11.  Specifications for projects of common interest related to the airPort network 
All  projects will  qualify as projects of common interest if they meet the following specifications: 
Project specifications 
I.  Optimization of existing airport capacity 
Measure 1 - Optimization of the existing capacity in terms of aircraft, passenger· or 
·freight movements, including air navigation equipment depending on the  airport 
Measure 2 - Improvement of airport security and safety 
Measure 3 - Adaptation of existing infrastructures made necessary by completion of 
the  int~mal market and in particular by the measures governing the  free movement of 
persons within the Union 
II.·  Development of new airport capacities 
Measure 4  - Development of the  infrastructure and equipment which determine 
airport capacity in terms of aircraft, passenger or freight movements, including air 
navigation equipment depending on the airport 
Measure 5 - Construction of a new airport to  replace an existing airport or airport 
system which cannot be developed further on its existing site 
III.  Improvement of protection against nuisances generated by airport activities 
Measure 6 -Improvement of environmental compatibility in terms of noise and the 
treatment of airport effluent 
IV.  Improvement or development of airport access 
Measure 7 - Improvement or development of interfaces between the airport and 
acce s·s  infrastructures 
Measure 8 ·- Improvement and development of interconnections with other transport 
networks,  including the  rail network 
SECTION 7:  RAILWAY LINKS FOR COMBINED TRANSPORT 
The following links shall be completed within five years · 
.L.  Taulov - Northern Jutland 
b  Hamburg - Padborl! - Taulov - Copenhagen 
L  Hamburg -Berlin 
!:.  Hannover - Berlin 
.2.:.  Nuremberg - Berlin 
§.:.  Berlin - Dresden 
1..  Frankfurt - Wurzburg 
.!L  Betuwe  (Rotterdam-Ruhr)  line  and  connections  to  the 
Netherlands, to Hengelo and Venlo 
2.:.  Rotterdam -Antwero/Zeebrugge- Brussels- Luxembourg 
- Bettembourg 
1Q.,  Antwerp - Aachen 
1.L.  Rotterdam - Antwerp - Bruxelles - Aulnoye 
1b  Aachen -·Liege - Erguelinnes 
.!.1.  Porto - Lisbon - Madrid - Barcelona 
1.£  Lisbon - Burgos - Irun - Franco-Spanish 'frontier 
&  Port-Bou - Barcelona - Valencia - Murcia 
..!.Q.,  Madrid - Almeria/Algeciras 
!1..  Le Havre -Paris 
!.!L  Dijon- Modane 
.!.2.:.  Paris - Strasbourg 
20.  Kehl  - Dijon 
£.L  Nancy - Avignon 
22.  Marseille- Genoa 
23.  Avignon- Narbonne 
Deleted . 
Type 
Community connecting point 
Regional connecting point 
Accessibility point 
· Community connecting point 
Regional connecting point 
Accessibility point 
Coirununity connecting point 
Regional connecting point 
Community connecting point 
Regional connecting point 
Community connecting point 
Community connecting point 
Community connecting point 
Regional connecting point 
Community connecting point ~ Paris- Dijon 
25.  Paris- Hendaye 
~ Aulnoye - Metz 
27.  Tarvis - Udine  ~ Bologna 
28.  Brenner - Bologna route 
29.  Udine  ~Trieste 
30.  Iselle - Turin/Milan - Bologna 
1!.:.  Modane - Turin - Milan 
32.  Chiasso - Milan 
33.  Verona- Trieste 
. 34.  . La Spezia - Fidenza 
35.  Livourne - Florence 
36.  Patras  ~ Athens 
37.  Athens  - Larissa  (Volos)  - Thessalonika  - Northern 
frontitr (Former Yugoslavia and Bulgaria) 
The following links shall be completed in 10 years 
L.  Madrid - Albacete - Valencia 
£:.  Madrid - Irun - France 
1.  Bologna - Bari/Brindisi - Greece 
!.  Igoumenitsa - Patras 
~  Patras - Athens 
§.,  Athens  - Larissa  (Volos)  - Thessalonika  - Northern 
frontier (former Yugoslavia; Bulgaria and Albania) . 
L.  Igoumenitsa- Volos  · 
!.  Igoumenitsa - Thessalonika 
2...  Thessalonika-Alexandroupolis-Onnenio (Greek/TUrkish 
and Greek!Bulgarian frontiers) 
10.  Bologna - Rome - Naples 
11.  Naples - Reggio Calabria - Messina - Palenno/Catania · 
11:.  Genoa " Livomo - Rome 
.!1.  Civitavecchia - Olbia - Sassari - Cagliari 
.!!.  Antwerp - Ruhr  · 
ll.,  Hengelo - Osnabrilck 
.!§.:.  Vento- Cologne 
11:.  Berlin - FrankfurtJOder - German/Poiish frontier 
.llL.  .  Berlin - Stralsund 
1.2:.  Dresden - German/Czech frontier 
20.  Dresden- Giirlitz- German/Polish frontier 
SECTION  8:  SHIPPING  MANAGEMENT  ANP 
INFORMATION NETWORK 
AU projects may be considered to be of common interest 
provided they: 
or· 
fit  in  with  the  objectives  of  the  Community's 
maritime safety policy, 
are  designed  to  implement  the  . International 
Maritime  Organization  (IMO)  international 
conventions  and resolutions on shipping safety in 
order to improve effiCiency and compliance with the 
rules established,  ~. 
and concern:  · 
implementation  of  the  Community  system  for 
reporting vessels bound for or leaving Community 
ports and in transit off the Community's coast with 
the aid of an electronic data interchange system, 
including  data. transmission ·between ·vessels  and 
land-based installations, using transponders, 
development  and improvement of the LORAN-C 
terrestrial radio-navigation chains,  · 
development or improvement of coastal and. port 
shipping  traffic  management  (STM)  and 
information  systems  and  interconnection  thereof 
with a view to safer, more. efficient monitoring and management  of  shipping,  particularly  in 
converging,  busy  or  environinentally  sensitive 
areas, 
development of tools allowing fuller knowledge of 
traffic:  data bases  on traffic flows  and shipping 
accidents and development of  the EPTO traffic now 
analysis tool, 
development  of infrastructure and  equipment  in 
order to contribute towards bnplementation of the 
worldwide distress and safety at sea system, 
reinforcement of  the computerized data interchange 
systems within the framework of port state control. 
SECTION  9:  AIR  TRAFFIC  MANAGEMENT 
NETWORK 
Any project providing a means of increasing the capacity 
of the system and optimizing use thereof and forming part 
of a programme for harmonization and Integration of the 
resources  and  procedures  of  the  various  national 
components  and  in  conformity  with  the  relevant 
international  standards laid  down  by  the  International 
Civil  Aviation Organization (ICAO)  and the competent 
European authorities shall be considered to be of  common 
interest. 
These projects shall cover: 
studies  on  better  utilization  of  airsp~ce by  the 
various users and the establishment of a consistent 
and efficient system of routes; 
air traffic flow planning and management in order 
to provide  a  better  balance  between supply  and 
demand and make  optbnum use  of the available 
traffic control capacity; 
studies and other work necessary for harmonization 
of facilities  and procedures so as  to Integrate the 
various service providers into a unified system; 
the  improvement  or·  system  productivity,  in 
particular by means of automated control assistance 
and  potential  conflict  detection  and  resolution 
systems; 
contribution  to  the  installation  of  means  of · 
communication,  navigation  and  surveillance 
necessary  for  air  traffic  control,  including  the 
promotion  of  new  technologies,  in  particular 
satellites .and digital data networks insofar as they 
provide a means of conforming with the commom 




· 5.  OJ No L 305, 10.12.1993. 
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U If  HIIIU  LIGHES AMENAGEES A GRANOE VITESSEAIPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
UNESIAUSIIAIJSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGEIICHWINDIGKEITS\IEAKEHR 
+ + + + + + UGNES AMENAGEES A GRANOE VITESSE PlANIFIEESIPI.ANNED 
UPORAOED HIGH SPEED UHE~TE  AUSBAU8TRECI(EH FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSVEIIKEHR 
----- UGNES COHVENTIONELLESICONVIENTIOfiAL LINESI 
KOHVIENTIOHE\.lE STRECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • •, UGNES COHVENTIONELLES PlANIFIEESIPI.ANNED CONVENTIONAL 
LINE&'GEPlANTE KON\IENTIONEI.LE STRECI(EH p 
• 
SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010)  ' 
SECTION: CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETW~K  OUTLINE PLAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAILWAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITI: EISENBAHNEN 
---- LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSEIHIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCH'YVINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PLANIFIEESIPI.ANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPLANTE HOCHGESCH'YVINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
1114 1111141  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSEIUPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
LINES/AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + + LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PlAN  IF lEES/PLANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINES/GEPLANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCH'YVINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
---- LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES/CONVENTIONAL LINES/ 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • • • LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES PLANIFIEES/PLANNED CONVENTIONAL 
UNES/GEPL.ANIE KONVENiiONELLE STRECKEN p 
• 
SOiEMA OU RESEAU TRAHSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION· CHEMIN DE FER 
TRAHSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NElWORK OUTLINE PlAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAilWAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HOR1ZONT 2010) 
IISSCHNITT: EISENBAHHEN 
•  •  •  •  tiGNES A (;RAN  DE VITESSE P!.AHIFIEESI 
PlANNED ... IGH SPEED LINESIGEPlAHTE 
HOCHGESCH'MNDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
-+++++  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSEI 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
AUSSAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + +  tiGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE 
PLANIFIEESIPlANNED UPGAAOED HIGH 




CONNEXIONS AVEC LES PAYS TIERS/ 
PUREMENT INDICATIVES 
THIRD COUNTRY CONNECTIONSIPVREl  Y 
INDICATIVE 
VERSINOUNGEN MIT DRITTI..ANOERN/ 




SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION: CHEMIN DE FER 





LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEH VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZOHT 201 0) 
AIISCHNITT: EISENBAHNEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSEIHIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PlAN  I  FlEES/PlANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPlANTE HOCHGESCHWIHDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSEIUPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
LINES/AUSBAUSTRECKEH FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + +  LIGHES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PLANIFIEESIPLANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINESK>EPlANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- LIGNES CONVENTIONELLESICONVENTIOHAL LINES/ 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEH 
• • • • • • • • • •, LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES PlANIFIEES/PLANNED CONVENTIONAL 
LINESIGEPLANTE KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
++ 
+ 
LIAISON FUTURE POSSIBLE/POSSIBLE FUTURE CONNECTION/ 
MOGliCHE KONFTIGE VERBINDUHG 
CONNEXIONS AVEC LES PAYS TIERSIPUREMENT INDICA  liVES 
THIRD COUNTRY CONNECTIONSIPUREL  Y INDICATIVE 
VERBINDUNGEN MIT DRI!TI.J.NDERNINUR HINWEISEND 0) 
-;.(. 
SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION: CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PlAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAJ\. WAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITI: EISENBAHNEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE IIITESSE PI.ANIFIEEM'LANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPLANTEHOCHGE~N~TSZUGSTREC~N 
11111111111  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE IIITESSENPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
LINESIAUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEJTSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + + LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE \/IT  ESSE PLANIFIEESIPLAHNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINE&GEPLANTE AUSBAUST~ECKEN  FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----~  LIGNES CONVENTIONELLESICONVENTIONALLINESI 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • • • LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES PLANIFIEESIPLANNED CONVENTIONAL 
LINE&GEPLANTE KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
~-E-
LIAISON FUTURE POSSIBlE I POSSIBLE FUTURE CONNECTION I 
MOGLICHE KONFTIGE VERBINOUNG SCHEMA 0U RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 201 0) 
SECTION' CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PV.N 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAilWAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITT: EISENBAHNEN 
w w w •  •  w w  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PV.NIFIEESIPLANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPV.NTE HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
~ II  I f I Ill  I I  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSENPGRAOED HIGH SPEED 
LINESIAUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR  HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + +  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PV.NIFIEESIPLANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED liNESiGEPLANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- LIGNES CONVENTIONELLESICONVENTIONAlliNES/ 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
" "..," ., .. "  .,  ..,  • '  LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES Pt.ANIFIEESIPLANNEO CONVENTIONAL 
liNESiGEPlANTE KONVENTIONEllE STRECKEN ~ 
p 
II 
SCHEMA DU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TI<ANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION. CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTliNE PlAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION  RAILWAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITT: EISENIIAHNEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSEMIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
•  a •  a •  a a  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PlANIFIEESIPlANNED HIG11 SPEED LINES/ 
GEPlANTE HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSEIUPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
LINES/AUSBAUSTRECKEN FUR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + +- + LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE !'LANIFIEESIPlANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINESIGEPlANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FUR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- LIGNES CONVENTIONELLESICONVENTIONALLINES/ 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • • ·  LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES Pl.ANIFIEESIPLANNED CONVENTIONAL 
LINESIGEPlANTE KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN --- - ----------- - - ----------- -- ------- -- --~-----------------------------, 
• 
SCHEMA DU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION  CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANS  EUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PLAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAILWAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAJSCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORJZONT 2010) 
ASSCHNITT  EISENBAHNEN 
- ..  ,..,...,_ LJGNES A GRANDE VITESSEIHIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PL.ANIFIEESIPL.ANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPL.ANTE HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
I I I I J I II  I +t  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSENPGRAOED HIGH SPEED 
LJNESIAUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVIERKEHR 
+ + + + + + LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PL.ANIFIEESIPL.ANNED 
- UPGRADED HIGH SPEED liNESIGEPL.ANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDJGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- LJGNES CONVENTIONEllES/CONVIENTIONAlliNESI 
KQNVIENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
LJGNES CONVENTIONELLES PL.ANIFIEESIPL.ANNED CONVIENTIONAl 
LINESIGEPL.ANTE KONVIENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
CONNEXIONS AVIEC LES PAYS TIERSIPUREMENT INDICATIVES 
THIRD COUNTRY CONNECTIONSIPUREL  Y INDICATIVE 
VIERBINDUNGEN MIT DRITTI..ANDERNINUR HINWEISEND • 
SCHEMA 0U RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION: CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PlAN 
(201 0 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAILWI\YS 
LEITSCHEI.P. DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
1\BSCHNITT: EISENBI\HNEN 
----- LIGNES A GRANDE V1TESSEMIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE V1TESSE PI.ANIFIEE5.9LANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPI.ANTE HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEH 
LIGNES 1\M!NAGEES 1\ GRANDE V1TESSENPGRI\DED HIGH SPEED 
LINESII\USIII\USTRECt<I!::N FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGI<.EITSVERI<.EHR 
+ + + + + +  LIGNES -ENAGEES  1\ GRANDE V1TESSE PI.ANIFIEESIPLANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINEOOEPI.ANTE 1\USBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- LIGNES CONVENTIONELLESICONVENTIONI\L LINES/ 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • • •  LIGNES CONVENTIONEll~S  PLANIFIEE5.9LANNED CONVENTIONAL 
LINEOOEPI.ANTE KONVENTIONELLE STFIECKEN ( 
p 
Ill 
SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN OE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010)  •  ,  , 
6ECTION· CHEMIN DE FEll 
TRANSEUIIOPEAN TRANSPOIIT NETWORK OUTLINE PlAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION· RAilWAYS 
lEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUIIOPAISCHEN VEIIKEHII~NETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITT: EISENBAHNEN 
----- UGNES A Gtv.NOE \IITESSEMIGH SPEED LINES! 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  LIGNES A GRANDE \IITESSE P\.ANIFIEES/PlANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEP\.ANTE HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
I IIIII  I  I Ill  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GIIANDE \IITESSENPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
LINESIAUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + + liGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE \IITESSE P\.ANIFIEES/PlANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED liNESIGEPLANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- liGNES CONVENTIONEllESICONVENTIONAl LINES/ 
KONVENTIONEllE STRECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • •, LIGNES CONVIiNTIONElLES P\.ANIFIEESIPLANNED CONVENTIONAL 
ltNESIGEPI.ANTE KONVENTIONEllE STRECKEN p 
II 
SCHEMA DU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION: CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PLAN 
(2b10 HORIZON) 
SECTION: RAILWAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITT: EISENBAHNEN 
---- LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSEIHIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
• • •  •  •  • •  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PLANIFIEES/PLANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPLANTE HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
I I I II  I I II  I I  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSEIUPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
LINESIAUSBAUSTRECKEN FUR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + + LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PLANIFIEESIPLANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED LINES/GEPLANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FUR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
---- LIGNES CONVENTIONELLESICONVENTIONAL LINES/ 
KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
' '•  ' ''  • • • • · LIGNES CONVENTIONELLES PLANIFIEES/PLANNED CONVENTIONAL 





SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION: CHEMIN OE FER 
TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NElWORK OUTLINE PlAN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION. RNA..WAYS 
lEITs<.HEMA DES TRANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
AIISCHNITT: EISENIIAHNEN 
----•  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSEIHIGH SPEED LINESI 
HOCHGESCHWINOIGI(EITSZUGSTRECKEN 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PlANIFIEESIPLANNED HIGH SPEED LINESI 
GEPlANTE HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEN 
I I 4 I I I I II  I I  LIGHES AMENAGEES A GRANDE IIITESSEA.IPGAAOED HIGH SPEED 
LINESIAUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWIHOIGKEITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + + LIGHES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PlANIFIEESIPLANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED liNEI'.'GEPlANTE AUS8AUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEITS\'Ef KEHR 
___  _.,.. LIGHES CONVENTIONEllE.iiCONVENTIONAlliNESI 
KONVENTIONEllE STRECKEN 
, , , , ,  , , , , ,  •  LIGHES CONVENTIONELLES PlANIFIEESIPLANNED CONVENTIONAL 
liNESIGEPlANTE KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN SCHEMA DU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010)  ' 
SE<:TION: CHEMIN DE F£11 
TIIANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PlAN 
(2010 HOR1ZON) 
SECTION: JWI.WAYS 
lEITSCHEMA DES TIIANSEUROPAISCHEN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHtiiTT. EISEH!AHtiE!'f 
----•  LIGNES A GIIMOE  111TESSEMIGH SPEED UNESI 
HOCHGESCHWINOIGI<EITSZUGSTIIECKEN 
LIGNES A GRANDE 111TESSE PlANIFIEESIPlANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPlANTE HOCHGESCHWINOIGICEJTSZUGSTRECKEH 
.......  - ..... LIGNES AMENME£S AGIIMOE  111TESSEIUPGRADED HIGH SPEED 
UNESIAU88AUSTRECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGK£ITSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + +  LIGNES AMEAAGEES A GRANDE 111TESSE PlANIFIEESIPlANNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED UH£SIGEPlANTE AUSIIAUSTRECXEN FOil 
HOCHGESCWWIHOIGKEJTSVERKEHR 
----- UGNES CONVENTIONEUESoCON\IENTIONAL LINES/ 
l«lHH/EHTIONELLE STIIECKEH 
",  v"', • "•  • •, UGHES COHVENTtONELLES Pl.AHIFiEESJPl.ANNED CONVENTIONAL 
LIHESIGEPlANTE KONVENTIONELLE STRECKEN 
LIAISON FUTURE POSSIBlE I POSSIBlE FUTURE CONNECTION I 
MOGLICHE KONFTIGE VERBIHDUOO SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRAHSEUROPEEN DE ll'IANSPORT 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SEC"'llN: CHEMIN DE FER 
TRANSEIJROPI!!ANTRANSPORT NETWOAK OUTliNE PUN 
(2010 HORIZON) 
SECTION; RAA.WAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROPAIScHeN VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 
ABSCHNITT; EISENBAHNEN 
----•  UGNES A GRANDE VITESSEIHIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSZUGSTRECICEN 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  1  UGNES A GRANDE VITESSE PI.NIFIEESIPI.ANNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPI.Nm: HOCHGESCHIMNOIGI<ErTSECICEN 
11111111111  LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSEIUPGRAOED HIGH SPEED 
LINESIAUS8AUSTR£CKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGKEJTSVERKEHR 
+ + + + + + LIGNES AMENAGEES A GRANDE VITESSE PlANIFIEESIPtNID 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEEO LINESIOEPI.ANTE AUSBAUSTRECKEN FOR 
HOCHGESCHWINOIGKEITSYERKEHR 
____  ., LIGNES CONIIEHTIONELlESICONVEHT'IONAL LINES/ 
.•......... 
KOHV'ENTlONEU.E STRECKEN 
LIGNES CONVEHTIONEl.LES PI.NIIFIEESIPI.ANNED CON\IENTICINAL 
CONNEXIONS AVEC LES PAvtl TIEIIM'UREM£10' INDICA  TillES 
THIRD COUNTIIY CONNECTIONM'UREI.Y INDCATIVE 
-- -~- -- --------------------------- ""' SCHEMA OU RESEAU TRNISEUROPEEN DE TRNISPORT 
(HORIZON 20101 
SECTION: CHEMIN DE FER 
TRNISEUROPEAH TRNISPORT NETWORK OUTLINE PlNI 
(2010 HORIZONI 
SECTJOH: RAA.WAYS 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRNISEUROP.AISCHEN VERXaiRSHETZES 
(HORIZONT 20101 
ASSCHNilT: EISEHIIAHNEN 
----•  LIGNES A GRANDE VITESSEMIGH SPEED LINES/ 
HOC:HGESCHWINDIGKEITSZUGSTRECKEH 
•  •  •  •  •  •  a  UGNES A G1tAHDE VITESSE PI.NIII'lEEM'UINNED HIGH SPEED LINES/ 
GEPI.NITE HOCHGESCHWIHOJGKEJTSZUGSTRECKEN 
1111111 I Ill LIGNI!S AMENAGEES A GRANDE \IITESSI!IUf'<lftAD£D HIGH SPEED' 
liNESIAUSIIAUSTitECKEN FOR HOCHGESCHWINDIGI<EITSVERI<EHR 
+ + + + + + l!GNES AMENAGEES A GRAN0E VITESSE PLANiflEEM'U\NNED 
UPGRADED HIGH SPEED liNESIGEf'lNflE AUSIIAUSTRECKEH FOR 
HOCHGESCHWIHDIGKEITSVERKEHR 
----- LIGNES CONVENTlONELLE~NTIOfW.  LINES/ 
KONVENTIOHEI.LE STI!ECKEN 
• • • • • • • • • •, UGNES CONVENTIOHEI.LES PI.NIIREEM'U\NHEO CONVENTIOHAL 
LJNESIGEPI.NITE KONVENTIONELLIE STRECKEH SCHEMA DU RESEAU TRANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 20 I  0) 
SECTION :TRANSPORT COMBINE 
TRANSEUROPEAN NETWORK OUTLINE PLAN 
(HORIZON 2010) 
SECTION : COMBINED  TRANSPORT 
LEITSCHEMA DES TRANSEUROP.iJSCHE VERKEHRSNETZES 
(HORIZONT 2010) 





.. --- CONNEX!ONS EXIST  ANTES I EXSTING 
CONNETION I BESTEHENDE VERBINDUNGEN 
a •  •  •  •  •  •  EXTENSION PLANIFIEE I PlANNED 
GEPLANT AUSWEITUNG ~ 
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SCHEMA DU RESEAU TAANSEUROPEEN DE TRANSPORT 
(HORIZON 20 I  0) 
SECTION: TRANSPORT COHIUNE 
~~-~~-=~::::~~~=:::  ~.;i;:;?;::;:-··  ABSCHNiyf:~~~c:J.~~R  VERKEHR 
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